Revisiting the calculation of (13)C chemical shift tensors in cadmium acetate dihydrate with EIM and EIM/cluster methods.
The chemical shift tensors of the acetate anions in cadmium acetate dihydrate are calculated using a cluster approach, the embedded ion method (EIM), and a combination of the two in the EIM/cluster method. The results of these calculations are compared with those completed on the isolated acetate anion and show the need for the inclusion of intermolecular interactions. The RMS difference between experiment and theory improves from over 60 ppm when the calculation is completed on an isolated anion, to below 10 ppm when interactions to nearby atoms are included. The best cluster model includes three cadmium acetate dihydrate and gives an RMS result of 4.4 ppm. The EIM method, which uses point charges to account for the intermolecular effects, achieves an RMS of 7.7 ppm on individual anions alone. A combination of the two, the EIM/cluster method, shows that the only necessary atom to explicitly add is the nearest cadmium; this addition results in an RMS of 4.1 ppm. These results are also discussed in terms of the computational cost of the different calculations.